in its own right, but it is also critical to future projections of plasma performance and ultimately the viability of a fusion reactor. In particular, a deeper understanding of the L-H transition threshold power P LH [4, 5] and edge localized mode (ELM) [6, 7] instability behavior is required.
H-mode is spontaneously accessed when a power greater than P LH is applied to an Lmode plasma. Work to develop and experimentally validate models of the L-H transition dynamics is ongoing [8] [9] [10] , but no standard model is yet available. Thus, P LH is currently best described by empirical scalings that provide some insight into the threshold behavior but are limited in their applicability. The strong edge gradients in H-mode excite ELMs, which relax these gradients by ejecting possibly damaging levels of energy and particles onto the confining walls. Some ELM onset is explained by the peeling-ballooning model [11] , but nonlinear treatments are needed for power deposition projections in next-step devices [12] [13] [14] .
Validation of H-mode models and ELM mitigation techniques benefits from contributions at different experimental parameters in the H-mode confinement regime. Specifically, varying the toroidal aspect ratio A affects aspects of H-mode access, equilibrium, and stability [15] .
Spherical tokamaks (STs, A < 2) and conventional advanced tokamaks (ATs, A ∼ 3 − 4)
have comparable H-mode energy confinement [16] and access to empirically-categorized ELM types [7, [17] [18] [19] . In contrast, details of P LH [4, 5, 20, 21] and ELM characteristics [17, 18, 22] differ. In particular, the lower toroidal field B T of STs results in increased peeling drive [23, 24] , which modifies the ELM stability space.
Insights to characterizing both H-mode and ELMs can be obtained from high-torodicity tokamak experiments at near-unity aspect ratio, A This Letter reports the first observations of H-mode properties at near-unity aspect ratio. As A −→ 1, differences in H-mode properties are found with respect to P LH , ELM magnetic structures, and magnetic configuration effects. Conditions for H-mode access in
Ohmically heated plasmas, H-mode signatures, direct measurement of edge pressure and current pedestals, estimates of the energy confinement, P LH behavior, and ELM magnetic structures are reported. The first detailed edge current profiles measurements spanning an ELM event on Alfvénic timescales (t < 200 µs) are also presented.
These experiments were performed on the ultralow aspect ratio Pegasus Toroidal Experiment [25] . It is a mid-sized spherical tokamak with I p ∼ 0.15 MA using Ohmic heating, The H-mode regime is routinely accessed at A 1.2 using only Ohmic heating. Similar to other STs, the L-H transition is facilitated and/or improved through the use of highfield-side (HFS) fueling [26] . H-mode is accessible in both limited and diverted magnetic configurations. Fast camera images of similar plasmas are shown in Fig. 1(d) -(e). An L-mode plasma with a bright, turbulent edge is shown in Fig. 1(d) . In contrast, a sharp, quiescent, and dim edge of an H-mode plasma between ELMs is shown in Fig. 1 The edge current profile J edge was measured using a 16-channel array of shielded Hall effect sensors inserted into the edge plasma at Z = 0 cm [28] . The sensors directly measure the internal B Z (R, t). The J φ (R, t) profile is then derived from a smoothed spline fit of these measurements [23, 29] . As such, the derived current is a lower limit estimate of the total J (R, t).
Current and pressure pedestals form in H-mode plasmas between ELMs. The B Z (R) and The H-phase pedestal width is ∼2 cm, contracting from approximately double that in the plasma edge from internal n = 1 tearing mode activity was accounted for by conditionally sampling the pressure profile at its high and low phases. The two radially offset profiles were then combined for each discharge type by shifting them with respect to R edge and removing their DC offsets. The L-mode profile is best fit bilinearly, whereas the H-mode profile is best fit using a modified hyperbolic tangent profile [30] . These data suggest an H-mode electron pressure pedestal scale length of ∼1 cm. The energy confinement time ranges from 1-7 ms for these discharges. Since the properties of the plasmas differed, τ e is best described by normalization to the IP B98 (y, 2) empirical Hmode scaling [2] with the H 98 factor, where The confinement improvement in H-mode is comparable in limited and diverted plasmas.
Since the discharges have τ e evolving throughout their relatively short pulse, more precise comparisons of these regimes will be possible when longer discharge pulses become available.
The L-H power threshold was measured as a function of input power, density, and magnetic topology. These experiments varied the Ohmic input power P OH = I p V loop in the range of 0.05 − 0.6 MW,n e = 0. and in inner-wall limited and favorable single null diverted magnetic configurations with a typical inner-wall gap at the midplane of ∼1 − 3 cm. Figure 3 shows the power required to access H-mode as a function ofn e . P OH is normalized to the empirical ITPA08 P LH scaling B T and surface area S dependencies [5] . In most cases, the plasma shape was estimated using a multi-filament fast boundary reconstruction code coupled to a wall current filament model and constrained by external magnetic measurements. The power threshold is given by P LH = P OH − dW/dt at the L-H transition time. Magnetic reconstructions of a subset of discharges in Fig. 3 show that the dW/dt correction is ∼30% of P OH in these experiments.
While this simplified analysis and shot-to-shot variation results in some scatter, there is a general separation of the L and H data, indicating the location of the power threshold. This threshold increases with density in a fashion consistent with the ITPA empirical scaling.
However, the magnitude of the scaling underpredicts the measured P LH by ∼15×. Unlike some high-A tokamaks [33] no apparent minimum in P LH (n e ) is observed in Pegasus. The operating space for limited and diverted plasmas topologies overlap:
LH . This result is in contrast to higher-A devices where P LIM LH ≥ (1.5-3) P DIV LH for favorable single null diverted plasmas [34, 35] .
The power threshold on Pegasus exceeds predictions from accepted scalings by an order of magnitude or more. Figure 4 shows P LH for Pegasus and several tokamaks in the ITPA database [5] normalized to the ITPA08 scaling. This scaling was derived from experiments with A ∼2.5 − 5. As A −→ 1, P LH /P IT P A08 significantly increases, confirming a trend suggested by NSTX [5, 20] and MAST [4, 5] . Theoretical models to explain these variations heating. Nonetheless, they are identified here by their toroidal mode number n spectrum and their occurrence at different values of P OH /P LH . Small, Type III-like ELMs are present at P OH ∼ P LH . As P OH is increased, they transition to large, Type I-like ELMs. Large ELM virulence increases further as P OH increases, often terminating discharges when P OH /P LH 2.
Mode spectra are derived from cross-phase analysis of near-edge Mirnov coil array measurements [24] . Multiple n modes are observed during both ELM types, consistent with the simultaneous presence of multiple unstable peeling-ballooning modes. Fig. 5(b) ] present. This trend in n spectra is similar to that reported at A ∼ 1.3 in NSTX [17] .
When comparing dominant n spectra in Type I and Type III ELMs, a marked difference is found between low-and high-A plasmas. At high A, Type III spectra are dominated by mode numbers greater than those seen in Type I ELMs (n III > n I ) [19, 22] . However, at low A, Type III spectra are dominated by mode numbers less than those in corresponding Type I ELMs (n III < n I ). At both aspect ratios, Type I ELM spectra are generally dominated by intermediate n ∼ 6-15, but at low A (Pegasus and NSTX [17] ), the mode numbers are somewhat lower than at high A. These trends presumably reflect the increased peeling mode drive (∝ J edge /B T ) [36, 37] that naturally occurs at low A. This influence of peeling drive on ELM n-spectra is also reflected in lowered dominant n-values with increased J edge at high
Both ELM types generate edge "current-hole" perturbations. Type I ELMs can expel current-carrying filaments. These features are hypothesized by electromagnetic blob transport theory [39] , observed in nonlinear ELM simulation [40] , and is qualitatively similar to that observed in earlier peeling mode studies on Pegasus [23] .
Measurements of the edge current density profile in Pegasus provide the first experimental evidence of its complex spatiotemporal evolution during an ELM event. An outwardly-propagating filament is also observed on the fast visible imaging at the Hall sensor locations at this time.
Demonstration of H-mode access in a relatively small confinement experiment with mod- est plasma parameters opens new opportunities to test our understanding of this important and interesting phenomenon. This Letter extends observations of the H-mode regime to near-unity A 1.2. Notably, the L-H power threshold and ELM magnetic structure exhibit strong A dependencies. P LH in limited and diverted plasmas is equivalent on Pegasus. This is in contrast to high-A experiments, where the diverted threshold is much lower. P LH increasingly disagrees with high-A scaling predictions as A → 1. ELM magnetic structures are uniformly lower n than at A ∼ 3. A complex, multimodal J edge (R, t) evolution through an ELM event leads to an average current hole at the edge and consequent filament ejection. 
